
Engineered and supported 
by people you trust

CozyHeat is the solution for providing warm tub surfaces while waiting for the tub 
to fill or empty. Within minutes of activating, the bather can feel the heat radiating 
from the tub surface creating a comforting warm environment eliminating chills.

Features and Benefits

Innovative Fast warm up. Custom shapes available. 

Power supply can drive multiple blankets. Optional 

thermistor sensor for temperature feedback

Proven Technology Core heating technology has  

been installed in thousands of heating applications 

worldwide. Industry leading overheat protection 

accomplished through multi-level temperature 

monitoring using a tandem thermal switch and high 

temp thermal fuse. An industry first. 

Rugged Construction The heating cables are  

encased in a multi-layer mesh blanket, bonded  

together through a heat press process, providing 

excellent mechanical strength, ready for a trouble free 

tub manufacturing process.

Performance With one of the fastest heating curves 

in the industry, CozyHeat dramatically enhances the 

bathers’ experience. 

Easy to Install Prep the surface with a wire brush,  

peel off the adhesive backing and press or roll on.

Easy to Operate by electronic control: with a stand 

alone power supply or a Touchstone system integrated 

supply, systems are available for any tub configuration. 

Can also be combined with any other Touchstone 

features/control modules. Various temperature settings 

available all under software control.

Easy to purchase In stock; backed by industry leading 

customer care; same day shipping upon request.
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contact us to learn why we are the industry’s preferred jetted tub supplier

Ordering  

HS2IBS-01 Surface Heater, 10"W×12"H, Insulated,  

 Peel & Stick, Tub Back or Tub Seat

HS2ITBS-01 Surface Heater, 10"W×12"H, Insulated,  

 Peel & Stick, Tub Back or Tub Seat, Thermistor

HS2IBJ-01 Surface Heater, 17"W×15"H, Insulated,  

 Peel & Stick, Back Jet Pattern

HS2ITBJ-01 Surface Heater, 17"W×15"H, Insulated,  

 Peel & Stick, Back Jet Pattern, Thermistor

CPWR-100 Power Supply, 120VAC Input, 24VDC Output,  

 90 Watts

Installation

Please see website for installation instructions

HS2IBS-01 Surface Heater

HS2ITBS-01 Surface Heater w/Thermistor

HS2IBJ-01 Surface Heater

HS2ITBJ-01 Surface Heater w/Thermistor

CozyHeat systems are operated through use of NuWhirl's extensive system of electronic controls and displays.  

Contact us for hardware selection suitable for your needs.

Heater Specifications Size W×H Description Blanket Area Heater Watts Watt Density Voltage  DC Amps AC Amps Heater Wire Cord

HS2IBS-01/ HS2ITBS-01 10×12" Back / Seat 0.83ft² 38W 46W/ft² 24 VDC 1.6 0.31 112"L

HS2IBJ-01/ HS2ITBJ-01 17×15" Back Jet 1.1ft² 40.5W 45W/ft² 24 VDC 1.7 0.35 101"L
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